
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 10, Number 3, pp. 241�252. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2009 SCPESTUDY OF DIFFERENT LOAD DEPENDENCIES AMONG SHARED REDUNDANTSYSTEMSJÀN GALDUN∗, JEAN-MARC THIRIET∗, AND JÀN LIGU�†Abstrat. The paper presents features and implementation of a shared redundant approah to inrease the reliability ofnetworked ontrol systems. Common approahes based on redundant omponents in ontrol system use passive or ative redundany.We deal with quasi-redundant subsystems (shared redundany) whereas basi features are introdued in the paper. This type ofredundany o�ers several important advantages suh as minimizing the number of omponents as well as inreasing the reliability.The example of a four-rotor mini-heliopter is presented in order to show reliability improving without using any additionalredundant omponents. The main aim of this paper is to show the in�uene of the load inreasing following di�erent senarios. Theresults ould help to determine the appliations where quasi-redundant subsystems are a good solution to remain in a signi�antreliability level even if ritial failure appears.Key words: shared redundany, dependability, networked ontrol systems1. Introdution. To be able to obtain relevant results of reliability evaluations for omplex systems, itis neessary to desribe the maximum of spei� dependenies within the studied system and their in�ueneson the system reliability. Di�erent methods or approahes for ontrol systems' reliability improvement aredeveloped in order to be applied to spei� subsystems or to deal with dependenies among subsystems. Alassial tehnique onsists in designing a fault-tolerant ontrol [1℄ where the main aim is to propose a robustontrol algorithm. Guenab and others in [2℄ deal with this approah and reon�guration strategy in omplexsystems, too.On the other side is the design of reliable ontrol arhitetures. Probably the most used tehnique isto onsider the redundant omponents whih enlarge the system struture and its omplexity too. Ativeand passive redundany is the simplest way how to improve dependability attributes of the systems suh asreliability, maintainability, availability, et [3℄. However, as it was mentioned the ontrol struture turns tobe more omplex due to an inreasing number of omponents as well as the number of possible dependeniesamong omponents, it is in partiular the ase for Networked Control Systems [4℄ [5℄.The paper introdues omplex networked ontrol arhiteture based on asade ontrol struture. Theasade struture was hosen purposely due to its advantages. This struture is widely used in industrialappliations thanks to positive results for quality of ontrol whih are already desribed and generally known [6℄.On the other side it o�ers some possibilities of system reliability improvement. There are potentially redundantomponents suh as ontrollers (primary, seondary). If more than one network is implemented we ould onsiderthem as potentially redundant subsystems too. Finally if the physial system allows it, it is possible to takepro�t from sensors. The asade struture and other features are introdued in more details in the third part.The paper is organised as follows. After bringing loser the researh bakground, the shared redundany isintrodued. The ontrollers and networks are presented in more details in order to show some dependenies whihould be appeared when a shared redundany approah is implemented. In the next part are presented networkedtopologies onsidered as asade ontrol (CC) struture of the 4-rotor mini-heliopter (drone) model [7℄. UsingPetri nets were prepared the models of the introdued quasi-redundant omponents as well as drone's ontrolstruture. A simple model of the two quasi-redundant subsystems is evaluated. Finally, are proposed thesimulation results of the mentioned simple two omponents model as well as the model of the omplex drone'sstruture with short onlusion.2. Researh Bakground. Control arhiteture design approah was taken into aount by Wysoki,Debouk and Nouri [8℄. They present shared redundany as parts of systems (subsystems) whih ould replaeanother subsystem in ase of its failure. This feature is onditioned with the same or similar funtion of thesubsystem. Wysoki et al. introdue the shared redundant arhiteture in four di�erent examples illustratedon �X-by-Wire" systems used in automotive appliations. Presented results shown advantages of this approahin ontrol arhiteture design.The shared redundany approah involves the problemati of a Load Sharing [9℄. Thus, some of theomponents take part of the load of the failed omponents in order to let the system in funtional mode.
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242 J. Galdun, J-M Thiriet And J. LigušConsideration of the load sharing in mehanial omponents is presented by Pozsgai and others in [10℄. Pozsgaiand others analyze this type of systems and o�er mathematial formalism for simple system 1-out-of-2 and 1-out-of-3. Also there are some mathematial studies [9℄ of several phenomena appeared on this �eld of researh.Bebbington and others in [9℄ analyze several parameters of systems suh as survival probability of load sharedsubsystems.3. Shared Redundany. Spei� kind of redundant subsystems whih have similar features suh as ativeredundany however gives us some additional advantages whih will be introdued in further text. This kind ofspares represents another type of redundant omponents whih are not primary determined as redundant butthey are able to replae some other subsystems if it is urgently required. This type of redundany is referredas shared redundany [8℄ or quasi-redundany [11℄. Due to its important advantages it is useful to desribe thiskind of spares in order to show several non-onsidered and non-evaluated dependenies whih ould have anin�uene to the system reliability. Identi�ation and desription of this in�uene should not be ignored in orderto obtain relevant results of the reliability estimation of the systems whih involve this kind of spares.As it was mentioned above, the shared redundany (SR) mentioned by Wysoki and others in [8℄ is infurther text taken into aount in the same meaning as a quasi-redundant (QR) omponent. Thus, quasi-redundant omponents are the parts of the system whih follow their primary mission when the entire systemis in funtional state. However, when some parts of the system fail then this funtion ould be replaed byanother part whih follows the same or a similar mission, thus by quasi-redundant part. The quasi-redundantomponents are not primary determined as ative redundant subsystem beause eah one has its own missionwhih must be aomplished. Only in ase of failure it ould be used. In NCS appears the question of logialreon�guration of the system when the data �ow must be hanged in order to replae the funtionality of asubsystem by another one. For example, some new nodes will lose the network onnetion and the system hasto avoid the state when pakets are sent to a node whih does not exist. Thus, the main features of the sharedredundany ould be summarized as follows:"Quasi-redundant omponent is not onsidered as primary redundant omponent suh as the ative or the passiveredundant omponents."Generally in networked ontrol systems, three kinds of quasi-redundant omponents (subsystems) ould beonsidered:
• QR ontrollers.
• QR networks.
• QR sensors.Hene, a neessary but not su�ient ondition is that a ontrol struture where SR ould be onsidered hasto be omposed at least of two abovementioned subsystems (ontrollers, networks, atuators). The subsystemsshould have similar funtionality or onstrution in order to be able to replae the mission of another omponent.In ase of quasi-redundant omponents there are several limitations. In order to take pro�t of quasi-redundantnetworks, it is neessary to onnet all nodes in all onsidered QR networks. Thus, in ase of di�erent networksthe omponents should have implemented all neessary ommuniation interfaes. In ase of QR ontrollers thehardware performane has to allow implementing more than one ontrol task.Third mentioned omponents are sensors. Consideration of the sensors as QR omponents has importantphysial limitations. In order to be able to replae a sensor for measuring a physial value X by another onefor measuring Y it is neessary to use �multi-funtional" smart sensors. We an suppose that some ombinationof the physial values an not be measured by using one sensor due to the inability to implement the requiredfuntionality in one hardware omponent.Other limitation is the distane between failed sensor and its QR sensor whih ould have a signi�antin�uene to the possibility of its replaing. Generally, implementation of the QR sensors within ontrol systemstruture ould be more di�ult than the appliation of the SR approah on ontrollers or networks.There are several naturally suitable ontrol strutures whih ould implement the shared redundany ap-proah without other modi�ations suh as asade ontrol struture (Fig. 3.1). This struture is often usedin industrial appliations thanks to its important features whih improve the quality of ontrol. With usingasade a ontrol struture there are several onstraints [8℄. The main ondition requires that the ontrolledsystem must ontain a subsystem (seondary subsystem FS(s)�Fig. 3.1) that diretly a�et to the primarysystem FP(s). Thus, the asade struture omposes of two independent ontrollers whih an be used in orderto implement the shared redundant approah.
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Fig. 3.1. Main struture of the asade ontrol

Fig. 3.2. NCCS with two networks and alternative network onnetionsUsually for seondary subsystems there is a ondition of faster dynamis than primary proess. Thisondition must not be ful�lled [8℄; in this ase, some modi�ations of onventional asade struture (Fig. 3.1)and ontrol laws must be provided.3.1. Quasi-redundant ontrollers. In the previous text, several suitable ontrol strutures were brie�yintrodued. As it was shown the ontrollers overed by these strutures ould be onsidered as quasi-redundantomponents by default. Thus, the hardware of both omponents ould be shared in order to implement a sharedredundant approah.Let's onsider the networked asade ontrol system shown in �gure 3.2. The system is omposed of �vemain omponents (Sensor S1, S2, ontrollers C1, C2 and atuator A) and two networks. The ommuniation�ow among omponents is determined by its asade ontrol struture. Thus, sensor S1 sends a measuredvalue to ontroller C1 (Master), the ontroller C2 (Slave) reeives the values from the sensor S2 as well as theontroller C1 in order to ompute an atuating value for the atuator A.Eah part of the system (omponents and networks) presents independent subsystem. However, when quasi-redundant omponents are studied, the system is not onsidered as omposed of independent omponents.Depending on the performane parameters of the used hardware equipment in the ontrol loop, a spei�in�uene on the system reliability should be taken into aount. Thus some dependenies should not be ignoredin the dependability analysis. In the NCCS shown in Fig. 3.2 we ould onsider ontrollers C1 and C2 asthe quasi redundant subsystems (omponents). Both QR ontrollers have a primary mission whih shouldbe followed. Thus, a ontroller C1 ontrols outer ontrol loop and ontroller C2 stabilizes inner ontrol loop.However in ase of failure of one of them, we ould onsider the seond one as a kind of spare.As it was mentioned previously, the ontrollers follow their primary mission stabilization or performaneoptimization of the ontrolled system. Therefore, in regards to the similar hardware, it allows sharing theomputing apaity and exeuting di�erent tasks. Thus, in order to implement the SR approah, both ontrollershave to enapsulate both ontrol tasks�for the outer and the inner ontrol loop (see the asade ontrol struturein �gure 3.1).In non-failure mode the primary task is exeuted in both ontrollers. However, in ase of ontroller's failure(primary or seondary) non-failed ontroller starts exeute both tasks and omputes atuating value for primary
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Fig. 3.3. Possible senarios for quasi-redundant ontrollersas well as seondary subsystems. In this ase we an suppose two senarios.The �rst one supposes that the ontroller is able to exeute all the neessary tasks within the requiredsample periods (Fig. 3.3a). Thus, no delays or other undesirable onsequenes are expeted. In this ase thebehavior of the quasi-redundant omponent is similar as in the ase of ative redundant omponents. Thus, inthe ase of failure of one of the omponents, the seond takes are about its mission until its failure.Figure 3.3b shows a seond ase when time to exeute both neessary tasks is greater than the requiredsampling period. Thus, the ontroller will ause the delays whih have signi�ant in�uene to the systemstability [12℄ [13℄. Therefore, this delay ould be known whih allows its partially ompensating by using severalmethods [14℄. Thus, we an suppose that the system destabilization will not our immediately after the �rstdelay and we are able to ompensate it for some time interval. Thus, quasi-redundant ontroller does not failimmediately but its reliability dereased.There are several situations when this senario ould be onsidered. In ritial systems where the failure of animportant omponent ould ause undesired damages or other dangerous onsequenes, the shared redundanyapproah ould help to alloate some time interval in order to maintain the system in a safe state. Thus, theSR approah an be a signi�ant tehnique to seure the system before a damage risk.3.2. Quasi-redundant networks. The seond part of the NCS whih ould be taken into aount asSR subsystems are networks. Let's suppose a system with two networks (Fig. 3.2) where all omponents ouldommuniate (onnet) on these networks (N1 and N2) if it is needed. In this ase we an apply the SR approahon this system.Considered funtionality of the quasi redundant networks is as follows. Both networks transmit requireddata�network N1 transmit data from S1 to C1 and from C1 to C2 suh as network N2 from S2 to C2 and from
C2 to A. Thus both networks are ative and alloated during the system mission. The same as in the ase ofQR ontrollers: when a network failed, the seond one an take its load after a system reon�guration. Thus,all required data are sent through the seond network. Hene, two similar senarios as with the ontroller taskexeution ould be desribed. The amount of transmitted data on the network with a spei�ed bit rate haslogially in�uene on the probability of failure of the network (of ourse this depends on the network type andother parameters mentioned). This in�uene ould be ignored when the network performane parameters aresu�ient. However, we an suppose that the probability of network failure is inreasing simultaneously whenthe network load inreases.The harateristi between network loading and its bit rate depends on the network type and have to bemeasured in real network onditions in order to determine the type of dependeny�linear or nonlinear.Not only the network bit rate an be important however other network limitations suh as maximal numberof nodes onneted to the network, et. All limits of the QR subsystems an reate dependenies with diretin�uene on the system reliability. Primary, we ould onsider these dependenies as undesirable but in ase ofritial failures this SR approah gives some time to save the system.When NCS with an SR approah are analyzed, this harateristi should be inluded in the prepared modeland further evaluated in order to determine its in�uene to the reliability of the whole NCS.3.3. Di�erent senarios in shared redundany. When ertain dependenies are ignored we ouldregard on the ontrol system with QR omponents as a ontrol struture with ative redundant omponents.
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Fig. 3.4. Possible failure rate urves for the subsystem S2 during its missionHowever, there are several important senarios when the reliability of the system ould be dereased in orderto prevent dangerous onsequenes or other undesirable events.These senarios ould appear when some onditions ould not be ful�lled (insu�ient exeution time ornetwork bit rate) but the system need some time in order to take a safe state. Hene, it is neessary to identifyand desribe the in�uene of these dependenies whih leads to more relevant results. Thus, prevent from toopessimisti or too optimisti results of the reliability analysis of the onsidered systems. The dependenies ouldbe distinguished as follows:
• ative redundant dependeny,
• single step hange of the nominal failure rate λn ∈ 〈0; 1〉 inreased one by a onstant value�step loadhange,
• time depend hange of the nominal failure rate λn -funtional dependeny- the load of the subsystemis hanged with time passed from speared subsystem failure,1. linear,2. nonlinear.Let's assume that the destabilization of the system does not our immediately after the �rst delay onthe network aused by insu�ient ontroller's hardware or network's parameters. Thus, the quasi-redundantontroller does not fail immediately but in this ase its failure rate inreases whih orrespond onsequently toa dereased reliability.Thus, in ase of the ative redundant dependeny we suppose that a quasi-redundant subsystem has su�ientapaities in order to follow its primary mission as well as the mission of the failed subsystem (or subsystems).A single step hange of the nominal failure rate of the subsystem is onsidered in the ase of subsystemswhere the failure rate of the quasi-redundant subsystem is hanged (inreased) one by a onstant value (Fig. 3.4)during its life time. Thus, the new inreased failure rate λ

′ remains onstant during further life time of thesubsystem. For example, let's suppose a NCS with two Ethernet networks where one of them has failed andonsequently the system is reon�gured and all nodes (omponents) start to ommuniate through the non-failed network whih has a su�ient bit rate apaity in order to transmit all the required data. However, theamount of data has been inreased whih onsequently inreases the probability of pakets' ollisions (underthe assumption of a lassial CSMA/CD protool, for instane). Thus, the probability of failure (failure rate)has been inreased up to the new value λ
′ .A third ase onsiders the hange of the nominal failure rate λn whih depends on the time passed from themoment of the failure until urrent time of the working of the quasi-redundant subsystem whih enapsulates theexeuting neessary tasks (own tasks as well as tasks of the failed subsystem). Thus, a funtional dependenyhas to be onsidered. This dependeny of the hange of the failure rate λn ould be desribed by a linearor nonlinear dependeny / funtion. We ould study the previous example of the system with two networks.However, in this ase the bit rate of the seond (non-failed) network is not su�ient. Consequently delays indata transmission as well as other onsequential undesirable problems suh as system destabilization might beaused. We an suppose that the non-failed network will fail in some time. Thus, the nominal failure rate λnof the seond network is now time dependent and is linearly or nonlinearly inreased until the system failure.Mentioned examples with related equations are further disussed in more details.Let's suppose that the reliability of the system R(t), probability of the failure during time interval 〈0; t〉,is haraterized by a nominal failure rate λn ∈ 〈0; 1〉. Let's suppose a system with two subsystems S1 and S2



246 J. Galdun, J-M Thiriet And J. Liguš(suh as the networks in the previous examples) whereas the subsystem S1 will fail at �rst and then the quasi-redundant subsystem S2 will follow both missions (S1 and S2). In �gure 3.4 are shown two above mentionedsenarios when the nominal failure rate λn of the subsystem is inreased by a onstant value or by a value whihould be desribed as a linear or nonlinear funtion (funtional dependenies).At �rst inreasing the failure rate λn one time by a onstant value (see Fig. 3.4) will be dealt. It orrespondsto the reliability redution of the quasi-redundant subsystem S2 by inreasing the failure rate, during its mission,from its nominal value λn up to new λ
′ . Consequently, the system will follow its primary mission thanks tothe QR subsystem S2 but its failure rate is already inreased and onsequently the probability of failure of S2is higher. The di�erene between nominal λn and inreased λ

′ failure rate will be alled derease fator dR.Thus, the mentioned onstant value is haraterized by the derease fator dR of the QR subsystem and a newhanged failure rate λ
′ at the fail time tf is given by the followed simple formula:

λ
′

= λn + dR (3.1)The failure rate inreases only one time by the spei�ed value and the QR subsystem S2 with a new onstantfailure rate λ
′ will follow both missions of its own mission and mission of the failed subsystem S1.The seond ase shown in �gure 3.3 onsiders the reliability redution where the failure rate λn is inreasedduring the working of the subsystem S2 by a spei�ed derease fator. This hange of the nominal failure ratedepends on time whereas with time extending the failure rate of the S2 is got near to 1 (system failed). Thus, aderease funtion fdR

(t) is represented by a linear or nonlinear harateristi and depends on the real subsystemwhih is onsidered as quasi-redundant. Thus, an inreased failure rate λ
′ of the subsystem S2 depends on timet and is given by the following formula:

λ
′

(t) = λn + fdR
(t) (3.2)As it was mentioned, the derease funtion fdR

(t) an be represented by a simple linear funtion, forexample,
λ

′

(t) = λn + dR10−3(t + 1 − tf ) (3.3)where t + 1 allows hanging the nominal failure rate λn at the moment of the failure at time tf .On the other side a nonlinear exponential funtion an be onsidered as follows:
λ

′

(t) = λn + edR(t−tf ) (3.4)where λ
′ is the value of the inreased failure rate, λn is the nominal failure rate of the omponent, tf isthe time of the failure of the omponent, dR is the derease fator whih has a diret in�uene on the inreasedfailure rate.3.4. Appliation to a mini-drone heliopter. The NCC struture is applied for the ontrol of a fourrotors mini-heliopter (Drone, Fig. 3.5). The proposed ontrol struture for this real model is as follows. TheNCC arhiteture is omposed of one primary ontroller (Master) and one seondary ontroller (Slave), thirteensensors, four atuators and two ommuniation networks.The Master is designed for attitude stabilization (ontrol) through Slave ontroller for angular veloityontrol for eah propeller. The aim of the ontrol is to stabilize oordinates of the heliopter [10℄.The ontrollers are used as quasi-redundant omponents within the presented networked asade ontrolsystem (further only NCCS). They use the same ontrol algorithm (propeller's angular veloity ontrol) butwith di�erent input data (set point, system output, et.)Hene, in ase of failure, one of them ould retransmit all the required data to another one, whereas pre-programmed ontrol algorithm should ompute the atuating value. Thus, the failed ontroller is replaed by aseond one whih starts to ompute the atuating value.Other quasi-redundant parts of this ontrol struture are networks (Fig. 3.6). As in the ase of ontrollers,one of the networks an ompensate another one after a system reon�guration. Usually, two networks areprimary designed due to redution amount of transmitted data. However, in ase of network failure all dataould be retransmitted through the seond one.The desribed approah for subsystem's failure ompensation by using the shared redundany requires alogial reon�guration of the NCCS. Thus, in ase of failure the hardware on�guration is non-touhed butommuniation ways must be hanged in order to transmit the data to a non-failed omponent or through anon-failed network.
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Fig. 3.5. Casade ontrol struture of a mini-heliopter with one network

Fig. 3.6. Casade ontrol struture of a mini-heliopter with two networks4. Simulation and results. All the presented networked ontrol arhitetures (Fig. 3.5, 3.6) were mod-elled by using Petri nets. This tool was hosen thanks to its ability to model di�erent types of omplex systemsand dependenies within them. To provide the reliability analysis, the Monte Carlo simulation (further onlyMCS) method was used. The multiple simulations of the modelled arhiteture [1℄ are provided to obtain thereliability behavior of the basi two quasi-redundant omponents (for example two ontrollers in CCS struture).Model of the system overs the simulation of the random events of the basi omponents of the system suh assensors, ontrollers and atuators as well as the network's random failures. Software used for model preparationis CPN Tools whih allow multiple simulation of the model in order to obtain statistially representative sampleof the neessary data to determine the reliability behavior of the studied model.As it was mentioned, the simulation of the simple two quasi-redundant omponents with all onsideredhanges of the failure rate (single, linear, nonlinear) was provided. Thus, new failure rate λ
′ of the non-failedomponent is omputed by using equation (3.1), (3.3) and (3.4).This hange ould be alled as single hange beause the omponent's failure rate is hanged only oneduring the QR omponent's life time. Both omponents have equal nominal failure rate λn = 0.001.Few examples of the in�uene of the single step hange of the failure rate by the spei�ed derease fator dRto the reliability behavior are shown in �gure 4.1. We an see there are �ve urves. Two non-dashed urves showthe studied system as a system with two ative redundant omponents (thus, dR is equal to zero��rst urvefrom the top) and as system without redundant omponents (thus, the system omposes of two independent
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Fig. 4.1. In�uene of the inreased failure rate of the omponent by a onstant derease fator dR to the reliability of thesystem omposed of two quasi-redundant omponents Table 4.1MTTFF of Simulated Control Strutures With Di�erent Derease FatorsDerease fator�dR MTTFF - Drone (Fig. 3.5) MTTFF - Drone (Fig. 3.6)
0 55(+11%) 58(+22%)

2 ∗ 10−3 54(+9%) 56(+17%)
10−2 53(+7%) 54(+13%)

59 ∗ 10−2 50.5(+2%) 49(+3%)
0.999 49.6 47.6omponents without redundant relation��rst urve from the bottom). These two urves determine borderswhere the reliability of the studied system an be hanged depending on the value of the derease fator dR.As we an see from �gure 4.1, a single inreasing of the nominal failure rate λn of the non-failed omponentsby the same value as was nominal failure rate λn up to λ

′

= 0.002 (dR = 0.001) ause a signi�ant redution ofthe reliability.Table 4.1 show several values of the life time (parameter MTTFF) for the studied system. Eah table (Table4.1, 4.2, 4.3) shows the life time of the studied omponents as ative redundant subsystems (dR = 0) and asindependent subsystems (dR = 0.999). From the value of the derease fator dR = 0.01 the life time of thesystem signi�antly improves (18% and more). The results of the linear and nonlinear failure rate inreasing areshown in tables 4.2 and 4.3. In all tables are noted the perentual value of the inreased life time orrespondingto the derease fator.Table 4.1 shows the MTTFF parameters of both omplex mini-heliopter strutures. In the �rst dronestruture (Fig. 3.5) two quasi-redundant ontrollers are onsidered. In the seond struture (Fig. 3.6) twogroups of quasi-redundant subsystems are onsidered and simulated�the ontrollers and the networks.In all simulated systems was observed the in�uene of the single step of the failure rate by a value spei�edby the derease fator dR. The same as in tables 4.1�4.3, there are shown the life time of system orrespondingto di�erent derease fators 2.10−3, 10−2, 59.10−3. We an see that inreasing the omponent's nominal failurerate λn by a derease fator equal to 59.10−3, whih represents approximately 59 times higher the failure rate,has a signi�ant in�uene to dereasing the life time of the system. The results are a little bit better than inthe ase of the system without redundant omponents (dR = 0.999), but we ould see that they are almost thesame.The drone's struture omposes of twenty (twenty-one�struture with two networks) omponents�thirteensensors (3 gyro-meters, 3 magneto-meters, 3 aelerometers, 4 rotors' angular veloity sensors), two ontrollers,four atuators and one (two) networks. Due to the high ratio of independent omponents and shared redundantomponents within the drone's struture (18 independent and 2 quasi-redundant�Fig. 3.5) there is a di�erenebetween life times for minimal and maximal dR is signi�antly smaller (about 11% and 22%) than in the aseof a basi two omponents subsystem (Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3).The Mean Time Before First system's Failure is signi�antly longer in the ase of a basi two omponent



Study of di�erent load dependenies among shared redundant systems 249Table 4.2MTTFF of the Two Quasi-Redundant With Single Step Change of the Failure Rate
λn = 10−3 At. red. dR = 0 dR = 0.001 dR = 0.005 dR = 0.01 dR = 0.1(λ′ = 10−3) (λ′ = 0.002) (λ′ = 0.006) (λ′ = 0.011) (λ′ = 0.101)MTTFF[Tu℄ 1503 (+ 300%) 1002 (+200%) 667(+34%) 589(+18%) 509(+2%)
λn = 10−3 No red. dR = 0.999

(λ′ = 1)MTTFF[Tu℄ 499 Table 4.3MTTFF of the Two Quasi-Redundant With Linear Inreasing of the Failure Rate
λn = 10−3 At. red. dR = 10−3 dR = 10−2 dR = 10−1 No redundany(dR = 0MTTFF[Tu℄ 1503 (+ 300%) 1153 (+231%) 812(+63%) 611(+22%) 499subsystem than in the drone's ase. As it was mentioned above this is aused by the di�erene in omplexitybetween basi and drone's NCC arhiteture. In ase of omparison between two drones strutures (Fig. 3.5, 3.6)the results are better for arhiteture with two networks whih is omposed of two quasi-redundant subsystems�ontrollers (Master, Slave) and networks when the derease fator is smaller than 59.10−3. The inreasing of thenominal failure rate by the derease fator greater than 59.10−3 signi�antly dereases the life time of the drone.On the other side, even if the ontroller loading will hange its failure rate approximately ten times (dR = 10−2)the system's life time is about 7% longer than in the ase of the system without a shared redundant approahimplementation.4.1. Reliability approximation. In previous artile states we foused on the desription of the depen-denies among QR omponents and their in�uene to the �nal reliability of the systems. The aim of thisresearh is to propose a simple analytial method whih desribes the reliability behavior of the shared re-dundant subsystems with dynamially hanged failure rate. Hene, in next states we introdue an analytialequation whih allows approximating the reliability of the two omponent system. Of ourse, a quasi-redundantapproah is onsidered. Thus, a �nally simple method for the dependability analysis is proposed as an extensionof the ommon known methods for the dependability analysis. The proposed method for reliability behaviorapproximation supposes that both quasi-redundant omponents have the same or similar nominal failure ratewhere di�erenes are small and ould be ignored. As it was mentioned above, the system omposed of two QRomponents is onsidered. In this ase study, we introdue only the results for reliability approximation wherea single step hange of the failure rate (further only FR) is onsidered. This FR behavior is desribed in theprevious part of the artile (3.3) by equation 3.1. Thus, let's suppose two QR omponents with the nominalfailure rate λn and de�ne the derease fator dR, then the reliability R2qr(t) behavior of the QR subsystemomposed of both omponents an be desribed as follows:

R2qr(t) = 1 −

2∏
i=1

(1 − e−(λn+kidR)t) (4.1)where ki is the approximated oe�ient.The parameter derease fator dR and approximated oe�ients of equation 4.1 are shown in table 4.5.In eah row of the table is shown the derease fator with the orresponding value of the oe�ients k1 and
k2. The table shows several di�erent values of the derease fator whereas non-mentioned values an be easilyapproximated by using an appropriate method.The maximal error of the approximation given by the parameters of the equation 4.2 is less than 1

R2λn
(t) = 1 −

2∏
i=1

(1 − e−(λn+
dR
2

)t) (4.2)where dR is the derease fator and λn the nominal failure rate of the QR omponents. It is neessary to explainthat the error of all the approximations onverge to the highest mentioned limits (1% for table's oe�ients)in the bottom part of the reliability urves where the reliability of the system is smaller than 0.4. Thus, in liveperiod when a omponent replaement ould be already too delayed.



250 J. Galdun, J-M Thiriet And J. LigušTable 4.4MTTFF of the Two Quasi-Redundant With Exponential Inreasing of the Failure Rate
λn = 10−3 At. red. (dR = 0) dR = 10−3 dR = 10−2 dR = 10−1 No redundanyMTTFF[Tu℄ 1503 (+ 300%) 902 (+80%) 676(+35%) 537(+8%) 499Table 4.5Parameters of Equation 4.1 for a Single Step FR ChangeDerease fator�dR k1 k2

λn 0.44 0.52
2λn 0.39 0.395
3λn 0.28 0.393
4λn 0.198 0.434
5λn 0.154 0.46
6λn 0.13 0.4653
7λn 0.11 0.46
8λn 0.099 0.471
9λn 0.09 0.46
10λn 0.081 0.463
20λn 0.0445 0.38
30λn 0.0296 0.377
40λn 0.0225 0.385
50λn 0.0182 0.3518
70λn 0.0133 0.3284
80λn 0.011625 0.32475
100λn 0.0094 0.33324.2. MTTF parameter approximation. Eah quasi-redundant subsystem does not exeed the limits ofthe bound of the minimal (MTTFmin) and maximal time life (MTTFmax) of the quasi-redundant subsystem.The parameter MTTFmax represents the maximal time life of the QR subsystem whih ould be obtainedwhen the onditions are equal to the onditions of the subsystem with ative redundant omponents. Thus,the nominal failure rate of the non-failed omponent is not hanged when its load has been inreased�thease when the derease fator is equal to zero. The lowest life time limit ould be de�ned by the parameter

MTTFmin whih haraterizes the subsystem omposed of the independent omponents. Thus, when one ofthe omponents fails the system is onsidered as failed. In term of the derease fator, it is equal to 1 or(1 − λn) for a single step FR hange. Let's suppose the system life time limited by the bound de�ned by theMTTF parameter suh as 〈MTTFmin; MTTFmax〉. These two parameters ould be found by solving the simplefollowing equations [15℄:
MTTFmin =

∫
∞

0

n∏
i=1

Ri(t)dt (4.3)and
MTTFmax =

∫
∞

0

(1 −

n∏
i=1

(1 − Ri(t)))dt (4.4)where Ri(t) is the reliability of eah omponent.In the �nal part of the results presentation we desribed the life time inreasing of the two omponent QRsubsystem with regard to the life time parameter MTTFmin whereas various values of the derease fator dRare onsidered. We onsider it as a simple and fast method for life time approximation. The results are shown intable 4.5. As in the previous part of this ase study, we onsider only the in�uene of the single step inreasingof the nominal failure rate to the �nal life time of the two omponents QR system haraterized by its MTTFparameter. In the �rst line, the failure rate of the non-failed QR omponent haraterized by the multiple ofthe nominal failure rate λn. The seond line shows the orresponding MTTF parameter perentage redutionwithin the limits de�ned by the abovementioned interval of the maximal and minimal life times (MTTF). TheMTTF values introdued in table 4.5 are rounded, hene the method error is about +/ − 2 for the multiple ofthe nominal failure rate smaller or equal to 40.λn (derease fator dR < 40). For higher value of the derease



Study of di�erent load dependenies among shared redundant systems 251Table 4.6Approximated Values of the MTTF Redution of the Two-Component QR Subsystem With Di�erent Single Step Change ofthe Nominal Failure Rate λnSingle step 2 λn 3 λnhange (dR = λn) (dR = 2λn) 4 λn 5 λn 7 λn 10 λn 20 λn 40 λn 100 λnof λnExtended 50% 35% 25% 20% 15% 10% 5% 2% 1%
MTT Fminfator, the approximated error is about +/ − 1 of values shown in the table. Thus, in the ase of very similaranalysis result of onsidered omplex strutures it is neessary to prepare the exat model in order to obtaina more exat MTTF parameter redution. This method ould be used for the QR subsystems with the samefailure rate or for the system when di�erene among the nominal failure rate λn of the omponents is very smalland an be ignored. In the ase of a nominal FR smaller than 10−2, the inreased value 100.λn should representapproximately 0.1 whereas the error ould be higher. Then, it ould be useful that the value of nominal FRdetermined for a time interval T transforms to the greater value for a shorter time interval (unit).5. Conlusion. The paper shows the in�uene of additional reliability dereasing of the quasi-redundantomponent to entire reliability of the studied system. The desription of this dependeny is getting loser toshow the behavior of the system reliability when a shared redundany approah is implemented. The resultsshown in tables 4.1�4.3 ould be very helpful in order to approximate the life time of the quasi-redundantsubsystems under di�erent onditions of the failure rate inreasing. The presented asade ontrol arhitetureis suitable for a shared redundany approah implementation and ould be applied to similar systems. Forexample, Steer-by-Wire ontrol [16℄ of two front wheels in a ar, et. In addition the paper has shown theonventional asade ontrol struture within onditions of networked ontrol systems as naturally suitable topro�t from quasi-redundant subsystems as networks, ontrollers and potentially sensors if the physial proessallows it. Despite of some onstraints for using this type of ontrol, the asade arhiteture is widely used inindustrial ontrol appliations. Hene, only the reon�guration algorithm should be implemented to take pro�tfrom quasi-redundant subsystems.The ase study presented in parts 4.1 and 4.2 (results setion) extends the �eld of ommon methods forreliability approximation. Equations (4.1, 4.2) are onsidered as simple and fast analytial method in order toevaluate the reliability of the systems whih overs two-omponent QR subsystems with single step FR hange.The main advantages of the quasi-redundant omponents ould be summarized as follows:

• The system is omposed only of neessary omponents (parts) for following the primary mission ofthe system whereas higher system reliability is ensured without using any additional ative redundantomponents.
• Following the �rst point we ould suppose less number of omponents used for saving the ontrolmission. Thus, the eonomi aspet ould be signi�ant.
• Prevention of the system's ritial failure when a QR subsystem has no su�ient hardware apaities.REFERENCES[1℄ J. T. Spooner, K., M. Passino, Fault-Tolerant Control for Automated Highway Systems, in IEEE Transations on vehiulartehnology, vol. 46, no. 3, 1997, pp. 770�785.[2℄ F. Guenab, D. Theilliol, P. Weber, Y.M. Zhang, D. Sauter, Fault-tolerant ontrol system design: A reon�gurationstrategy based on reliability analysis under dynami behaviour onstraints, in 6th IFAC Symposium on Fault Detetion,2006, pp. 1387�1392.[3℄ J. C. Laprie, H. Kopetz, A. Aviz̆ienis, Dependability: Basi Conepts and Terminology, Chapter 1, Springer-Verlag /Wien, ISBN: 3-211-82296-8, 1992.[4℄ A. Mehraoui, Z. H. Khan, J.-M. Thiriet, S. Gentil, Co-design for wireless networked ontrol of an intelligent mobilerobot, in ICINCO09�International Conferene on Informatis in Control, Automation and Robotis (ICINCO), Italie(2-5 July 2009), pp. 318�324 ISBN: 978-989-674-000-9.[5℄ R. Ghostine, J.-M. Thiriet, J.-F. Aubry, M. Robert, A Framework for the Reliability Evaluation of Networked ControlSystems, in 17th IFAC World Congress, July 6�11, 2008 pp. 6833�6838.[6℄ C. Brosilow, J. Babu, Tehniques of Model-Based Control, Prentie Hall, 2002, h. 10.[7℄ P. Castillo, A. Dzul, R. Lozano, Real-Time Stabilisation and Traking of a Four Rotor Mini-Rotorraft, in IEEETransation on ontrol systems tehnology, Vol. 12, No. 4, 2004, pp. 510�516.
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